Abstract. It is shown to be consistent with 2K° > N, that the smallest K2-complete Boolean subalgebra of ?P(R) containing all closed sets is ^(R). Some related results are also proved.
2. Con(2K° > N, & B(RX) = ^(R)). As its title suggests the main goal of this section is to prove that the continuum hypothesis is not equivalent to the equality B(HX) = ?P(R). In fact it will be shown to be consistent with the negation of the continuum hypothesis that 2J?1 = 9 (R). Before proving this let us note that this is the best result possible. Scholium 1. 2"° = N, ij equivalent to 2"1 u n*1 = <3'(R).
Proof. One direction is trivial. For the other assume that 2"° > N,. Using the fact that |25'| = 2*° and that if A' G 2"> and \X\ > H0 then \X\ = 2\ it is possible to inductively construct ^ CR such that for each uncountable X G 2{J', \A n X\ = |((R \ A) n X)\ = 2"°. Since 2"° > N, it follows that neither A nor R \ A belongs to 27' and hence A G <3>(R) \ (2J1 U IT?'). (4) (Vn G co) (V(n, m) G domain(/)) (Vj G g(«)) (3{p, q) G/((n, »))) (p < s < q), let (/, g) < (/', g') if and only if:
If G is BC(/l)-generic over F then let
Standard arguments show that G* is a function from co X co to [[(2]2]<H°-From G* it is possible to define a set of reals <G*> = U {H {{s&R:(3{p,q} G G*((n, m))) (p <s < q)}: m G co}n G to}.
Note that the set of reals <G*> will vary from model to model. (1) P0 = BC and wP0 = wBC; (2) for £ a limit ordinal, Pf is the direct limit of {P,,: 17 G £} and wP¿ is the direct limit of {wP,,:i7 G£}; (3) p{+i = P£ * BC and wPi+, = wP¿ * wBC.
Obviously both Pu and wPu satisfy the countable chain condition. As usual if £ G 7) then P,, is isomorphic to a dense subset of P4 * P*'1 where P*'71 is a name for the t/ \ £-tail of the iteration as defined over an extension which is generic for P4.
Also, if G is generic for P , then G = G( * Gir> where Gf is P^generic over V and Giv is P^-generic over K [Gf] . Similar remarks hold for wP,, as well. For details see [1] .
Lemma 6. Scholium 10. In the model for Theorem 9 (a), 2*° = (la)y.
Proof. It is easy to prove by induction that if G is Pu .-generic over V and £ G co" F[G£] 1= 2K° > (2()y and since |PUJ = 2a¡, the result follows.
A natural question which arises is whether or not it is possible to have cf(2K°) > co, and B(HX) = <S'(R). In the next section we will indicate at least one difficulty which must be overcome if a model of cf(2K°) > co, and B(HX) = 1?(R) is to be obtained. Also, since 2"° = N, => B(HX) = ?P(R) and Theorem 9(a) shows that B(tix) = <iP(R) is consistent with cf(2"°) = co, < 2"°, it might be conjectured that cf^"») = co, => B(XX) = <éP(R). In the next section it will be shown that this is not the case.
Finally we remark that J. Baumgartner has constructed a different model for the proof of Theorem 9(a). He starts with a model of GCH and constructs an iteration of length co, such that at each successor stage £ + 1, a model of MA & 2*° = N£+, is obtained. The fact that under MA every set of reals of size < 2K° is a ß-set [8] is used to show that 2J?' = ^(R). In fact even more is true: Every set of reals is of the form U { fï { U {At,T,,r' t G co,}: tj G co,}: f G co,}, where the sets Air¡¿ are not only Borel but in fact closed. The referee has pointed out that the same model is used in [2] to obtain results on the 77-character of ßN.
3. Models with non-N,-Borel sets. We begin this section by recalling the following classical theorem of Hausdorff. Every uncountable Borel set has cardinality 2"°( [4, p. 507]). The analogue of this statement for N,-Borel sets is: Every N,-Borel set of cardinality greater than N, has cardinality 2K°. The results of the previous section show that this statement is not a theorem of ZFC. However it is easy to construct models where 2"° is arbitrarily large and this statement does hold.
Recall that ordinary Borel sets can be coded by functions c: co-»co [4] . By similar arguments it can be shown that N,-Borel sets can be coded by functions c: co, -» co,. If c G V and V f"c: co, -» u" then the N, -Borel set coded by c in V will be denoted by c( V). It is easy to verify that if V and V are transitive models of ZFC and co,K = «/" and {c, r] Q V n V, where r G R and c G "'co" then V f'V G c(V)" if and only if V N"r G c(V')". This fact will be used in the results below.
However, the reader is cautioned against concluding that all of the absoluteness results which hold for ordinary Borel sets also hold for X,-Borel sets. The following observation illustrates this phenomenon. (Note that £(N,) = 9>(R) does imply 22"0 = 2"'.)
